Robust functional gene validation by adenoviral vectors: one-step Escherichia coli-derived recombinant adenoviral genome construction.
We describe here a clonal approach for efficient and robust construction of recombinant adenoviral genomes that holds certain advantages over existing approaches. Transgenes of interest are cloned into a small, conditionally replicating plasmid containing the left end of a recombinant adenoviral genome, encompassing pIX coding regions. Transformation of this plasmid into recombination-competent Escherichia coli bearing a plasmid containing the right end of a recombinant adenoviral genome, commencing from pIX coding regions, yields a stable co-integrated plasmid encoding a full adenoviral genome, by virtue of shared homology in pIX coding regions contained in both plasmids. The recombination process yielding the full adenoviral plasmid requires only one step, and always results in the formation of only the desired recombinant adenoviral genome. Thus, no screening is required to identify the correct plasmid encoding the desired recombinant adenoviral genome. In addition, the plasmid encoding the right-hand side of the adenoviral genome is itself incapable of producing contaminating adenovirus. We have successfully employed this approach to generate over 200 recombinant adenoviruses, obtaining only the desired recombinant adenoviral species each time. The process is amenable to medium-to-high-throughput parallel construction of adenoviral genomes, and as such should aid efforts aimed towards high-throughput functional annotation of therapeutic gene targets, which aim to leverage the benefits of adenoviruses as gene delivery and expression vectors.